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Culture and Materials:
Sustainability in the Architecture of Colonias in Texas and Mexico

I have spent the past semester researching sustainability in two ways. First by
looking at materials and the appropriateness of site-specific modes of construction and
secondly by researching communities (including colonias) and projects that strive to find
balance between what is ‘modern’ and therefore ‘advantageous’ and what is culturally
sustainable. While I am taking part in the NASHCC exchange between the University of
Texas at Austin and Dalhousie School of Architecture and I hope to take this research out
of the realm of theory and engage with communities, make connections with people and
understand both culturally and materially what colonias are and what they might become
in the future.

Colonias inhabit, translate and transgress a multitude of in-between spaces.
Colonias are both buildings and “architecture”: self-built vernacular. The homes built
here are amalgamations of styles.  Like the residents, colonias are no longer Mexican but
they are also not entirely ‘American’. Colonias are propertied places of dwelling, but
many think of them as slums and the residents as squatters.

A house is a ‘container for culture and meaning (Pereau 87)’ and home also
describes a cultural state. When one then ‘reads’ the colonias of Texas it is clear that
there are changes taking place in the cultural makeup of the peoples as they shift away
form the flat roofed adobe style houses and into the dos aguas (pitched roof) of American
suburbs. Colonistas pick their way between their Mexican traditions and new American
experiences and this change in thought and understanding is expressed in the dwellings
that they build for themselves.

Adding to my current research, I would like to closely examine one colonia:
several dwellings and a gathering space, by making a collection of drawings and
photographs that would start to visually describe a place. Accumulating conversations
and stories from the people of that place would permit me to gather a fuller picture of this
interstitial space. This research would allow me to work at IC2 with under the
supervision of Professor David Gibson. As well as allowing me to make connections with
other interested professors at the University of Texas at Austin, including Peter Ward and
Chad Richardson and School of Architecture professors, including Sergio Palleroni and
Steven Moore, who are currently working with ideas of material and cultural
sustainability.
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